modified Defender 90
Windscreen

Winch

Front grille

Heated windscreen with
DAB radio aerial and
Bluetooth microphone
and alarm receiver.

Large-drum Goodwinch
G10 winch with airoperated freespool and
12mm Dyneema Bowrope.

Brunel Grey grille and
headlight surrounds
complement the
otherwise white exterior.

Front lights
Nolden LED headlights
and Walker Components
LED sides and indicators
keep it legal.

Bumper
Equipe 4x4 modular
winch bumper with builtin fog and switchable
daytime running lights.

Guards
Wildbear guard helps
protect the vulnerable
steering from knocks
during off-roading.

perfect

Many Land Rovers tick most boxes, but this one ticks them all.
Neil Watterson reveals why this is the best 90 we’ve ever seen
Photos: Laurens Parsons
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O

Axles
Rebuilt with 3.54:1-ratio
Detroit Truetrac torquebiasing centres and
heavy-duty halfshafts.

Suspension
Protection

+2-inch Old Man Emu
springs and dampers
are fitted together with
Gwyn Lewis cranked arms.

Diff guards front and rear,
Sumo steering rods and
greaseable ball joints,
and track rod protector.

Chassis holes
Some of the existing
holes in the chassis have
been enlarged to make it
easier to wash mud out.

Handbrake
X-Eng disc handbrake
gets rid of the drum,
which is notorious for
filling up with mud.

Exhaust
Stainless steel bespoke
exhaust with smaller
centre silencer made by
AJS Fabrications.

A-frame

f course, this isn’t
demonstrating a very good
driving technique,’ David
Bowyer calls as he aims his
freshly built 300Tdi 90 up
the slippery steep slope in
the wrong gear, trying to
induce wheelspin for the camera.
This is his Defender’s first proper off-road
outing since being rebuilt, though it would be
fair to say that there’s less of the ‘re’ and more
of the ‘built’ about it. It’s the Defender David
has always wanted, and it has a lifetime of
knowledge and experience built into it.
Almost everyone in the Land Rover scene
knows David. He’s at nearly every show selling
winches and doing winching demonstrations.
He’s had a presence in LRO since our very first
issue in 1987, when we ran a review of his
off-road centre beside his house in deepest
Devon. And before that he had been a key
player in the Land Rover Series One Club. Yes,
David Bowyer knows Land Rovers.
So when it came to building his own special
vehicle, he knew what he wanted it to do and
which bits to fit. But first, he needed a vehicle.
David isn’t a fan of the later ‘fly by wire’ Land
Rovers, preferring the simplicity of Tdi models,
so he tracked down a 200Tdi hard top 1993
Defender 90 at a suitable price.
The engine was seized and it was filthy, but
it looked reasonable. That view altered slightly
after three hours of jetwashing – the chassis
was rotten. But it wasn’t too much of an
issue: David had budgeted for a replacement
galvanised chassis anyway.
Long-time greenlaning friends, Jonathan
Maddocks and Greg Smith, were helping with
the build and Jonathan mentioned that he
had a brand-new, unused rest-of-world (ROW)

spec 300Tdi chassis David could use. That
would make a sound backbone for the build
– and helped steer David towards a 300Tdi
powerplant. ‘The 200Tdi engines are getting
a bit long in the tooth now and spares are
starting to dry up,’ he says, ‘but there are still
loads of good 300Tdi lumps in Discoverys – it
made sense to fit the later unit.’
But it wasn’t just a case of finding a sound
donor and dropping it into the chassis.
The engine was bought, stripped, rebored,
balanced and rebuilt with new pistons and
bearings. The head was rebuilt with new
or refurbished parts and all ancillaries were
replaced with new parts.
An R380 gearbox was bought, stripped
and rebuilt, and mated to a rebuilt 1.410:1

transfer box from Ashcrofts, who also rebuilt
both differentials with Detroit Truetracs and
supplied heavy-duty front and rear halfshafts
and drive flanges.
Secondhand parts were picked up at shows
and Newbury Sort-Outs, including the external
Safety Devices roll cage. Early on, David had
decided he wanted the 90 to be finished in
white, as his friend Larry Byrne’s was in the
late 1980s/early ’90s (Larry's Ninety actually
starred on the front cover of our June 1992
issue), so he had the roll cage painted to
match the bodywork.
The 90’s rear tub wasn’t great, so a new one
was tracked down – but it was a later, Td5
version with rear fuel filler. So, brackets had to
be added to the chassis to take the Td5 tank

Rear load area features fridge, storage
boxes containing recovery gear, roof
locker, two PC1500 batteries, ARB
compressor and Turbo winch controller

Fuel pump
Fitting a boost pin to the
injector pump adjusts the
fuelling to give the 2.5
300Tdi more power.

Rear axle mount is fitted
with a Gwyn Lewis
adjustable and greaseable
A-frame balljoint.

The owner:
David Bowyer
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Intercooler

Radiator

Hoses

Transmission

Full-width aluminium unit
from Allisport sits behind the
grille and ensures the engine
is fed as-cool-as-possible air.

Another beautiful Allisport
item helps keep the engine
cool, even when towing a
heavy events trailer up hills.

Standard rubber hoses are
used for the coolant system
but silicone intercooler hoses
are fitted for longevity.

Both the R380 gearbox and
LT230 transfer box have
been rebuilt. Transfer box is
Defender 1.410:1-ratio.

David has been a
major player on
the Land Rover
scene for decades.
He co-founded
Overlander, the
UK's first 4x4
magazine, in
1982. Thousands
have learned to
drive Land Rovers
at his off-road site
and he's a familiar
face at the shows.
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– but it does move it out of harm’s way. Then
the chassis was sent for galvanising.
The chassis wasn’t the only part to get zinc
protection: ‘Virtually every metal bracket was
shotblasted and galvanised to give longevity,’
explains David, ‘and the bolts are either zincplated for high-tensile use, or stainless steel.’
The galvanised parts that can be seen were
primed and sprayed to match the paintwork.
Parts that can’t be seen were left uncoated;
David didn't have an unlimited budget!
A late 300Tdi wiring loom was sourced,
which allowed David to fit a 2002-on
centre console. It also meant he could run
an electronic speedometer – so fitting the

tachograph needed for towing trailers
commercially was that little bit easier too.
Another of David’s long-term friends, Gwyn
Lewis, supplied the suspension – to David’s
spec. ‘I needed it to take the weight of the
winch on the front and my greenlaning kit
in the back, as well as the four batteries for
the winch and radio equipment [David is
an amateur radio enthusiast as well], while
still keeping it sitting level,’ he explains. ‘We
ended up fitting a couple of spacers under the
nearside rear spring mount to get it perfect.’
The four Odyssey PC1500 batteries are all
neatly packed – two under the passenger seat
and two in a storage box in the rear – and

wired through David’s ‘Turbo’ winch controller,
which allows them to be connected in parallel
to give 12v or in two series banks giving 24
volts – ideal for demonstrating how fast the
winches can go at Land Rover shows.
The interior has been carefully designed to
make it comfortable and leave everything
accessible. A Wright Off-Road sounddeadening mat keeps the interior quiet, and
shelves in the rear above the storage boxes
and at the gutter line maximise storage.
This is one carefully crafted Land Rover and
it goes just as well as it has been built. Sit in
the canvas-covered new take-off TDCi seat
and everything has a familiar, late-300Tdi feel.

The engine sounds the same, but it’s much
smoother than normal. I select first gear easily
and point the 90 along the lane. Gears are
easy to find and engage effortlessly – you
can select gear using just your little finger. It
reminds me of driving a factory-fresh model –
which, of course, this essentially is.
The engine is very smooth and the bespoke
exhaust gives just a comforting rasp as you
give it some throttle. It’s quick too – with a
full-size Allisport intercooler and tweaked
fuel pump it pulls well and David tells me it
handles his trailer with ease. The suspension
gives good feedback and it’s very stable –
surprising, because it’s set up for off-road use.

TECH SPEC

Console

● Model: Defender 90 ● Year: 1993 ● Engine:
2495cc 300Tdi ● Transmission: R380 gearbox,

2002-on centre console
is home to some of the
switchgear and lets David
have electric windows!

1.410:1 transfer box, Detroit Truetrac diffs, HD drive
flanges and halfshafts ● Winch: Goodwinch G10

Off-road is where this vehicle is designed
to perform at its best, and the slippery
Devonshire mud at David’s off-road centre is
the perfect venue to test it.
The springs creak and clang, flexing properly
for the first time in their lives as the 90
trundles across a series of cross-axles. The
Truetrac torque-biasing diffs transfer power to
all four wheels and the tyres seek out every bit
of traction on the damp, slippery hillside.
It’s been dry for a while, so levels in the
water troughs on the site have dropped
considerably, but even at its deepest, the
90 wouldn’t be fazed – the properly sealed
Southdown raised air intake keeps the air

Roll cage
Safety Devices full external roll
cage – painted in a more subtle
white, like the NAS 110 station
wagons of the mid-1990s –
finishes off the Defender nicely.

intake dry and the 300Tdi doesn’t rely on any
of those pesky electronics – so susceptible to
water ingress – that later engines need.
David estimates his Land Rover has cost more
than £20,000 to build, but every penny has
been spent wisely, with nothing superfluous
being fitted; all the additions are good quality,
it’s been built properly and drives superbly.
I’ve checked-out a vast number of Land
Rover builds over the years and, although
most are great in one way or another, I always
find something I’ve felt could have been
better if it had been done a different way.
That’s not the case with this Defender – this
really is the perfect 90. LRO

Hinges

Lights

Croytec aluminium billet hinges
are used on the front doors and
windscreen blocks. Optimill
aluminium billet hinges are used
for the rear door.

LED side, indictator, reverse and
fog lights are supplied by Walker
Components and draw very little
current. Rear worklight has a
wide flood beam pattern.

Fusebox
Auxiliary fusebox will
supply power for dashmounted CB and amateur
radio on bespoke mount.

Soundproofing
Wright Off-Road matting
keeps the noise levels low
and is easy to jet-wash
out after greenlane runs.

Building the perfect 90 – from basic components

1

2

300Tdi engine block stripped-down and ready for its rebuild

Engine and gearbox are lowered into the rolling chassis

Sills

3

4

Time to get started on the interior trim and wiring loom

Holes cut into the bodywork to take the Safety Devices cage
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The AJS Fabrications
galvanised rock and tree
sliders make it easier for
David to get in and out.

Door

Tyres

Later, all-steel rear door
with high-level brake
light. A gas strut helps
keep it open on hills.

235/85 R16 BF Goodrich
KM2 mud-terrain tyres
are fitted to 7x16 silver
modular wheels.
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